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Human societies have evolved from small clans and tribes of hunter-gathers to the complex global
organizations we know today. The shift from hunting-gathering to settled agriculture created food
surpluses; those surpluses allowed some people to leave food production and specialize in other
technologies. In that process, every culture on earth has borrowed from and loaned to other cultures;
thus, our modern world is a blend of influences which can be traced to earliest human pre-history. We
are a global family, albeit a dysfunctional one.
1f};i.at!fx-< 1'YlPstKnM bg 1M End of This Unit:

../ Using primary and secondary sources understand fossil evidence shows that the earliest humans
originated in Africa and spread across the globe .

../ *The development of agriculture caused an increase in population and the growth of a settled
way of life, and the effect was prosperous farming villages, food surpluses, and new technology
led to the rise of civilizations .

../ *The earliest civilization in Asia arose in Mesopotamia and organized city-states. The early
civilizations in Egypt used mathematical knowledge and engineering skills to build magnificent
monuments to honor dead rulers. The first Indian civilization built well-planned cities on the
bank of the Indus River .

../ The early rulers introduced ideas about government and society that shaped Chinese civilization.
Trading societies extended the development of civilizations beyond the Fertile Crescent region .

./ Understand historical context

./ Identify cause and effect

./ Get educated about a position and defend it

./ Learn the difference between fact and opinion and how to analyze each

./ Learn the differences between primary and secondary sources

./ Understand how to use a textbook to locate and synthesize information.
V~!j:
1. Artifact (p.5)-

2. Culture (p.S) -

3. Paleolithic Age & Neolithic Age (p. 7) -

4. Neolithic/Agricultural Revolution (p.1S)-

5. Domestication (p.16) -

\
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6. Civilization (p,20) --

7. Cuneiform (p.20) -

8. Bronze Age (p.21) -

10. Fertile Crescent (p.29) -

9. Ziggurat (p.23)-

11. Mesopotamia (p.29) -

12. City-state (p.31) -

13. Polytheism (p.31) -

14. Hammurabi (p.33) -

~ 15. Pharaohs (p.37) -

~ 16. Hieroglyphics (p.40) -

17. Papyrus (p.40) -

18. Mandate of Heaven (p.54)-

19. Dynastic cycle (p.54) -

20. Feudalism (p.54) -

21. Minoans [p. 72}-
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22. Phoenicians (p.73)-

{}~ti(JnS.

~1
23. What clues do bones and artifacts give about early people?

24. In what ways was the invention of tools a technological revolution?

25. What advantages did domestication of animals offer Neolithic people?

26. How did the development of agriculture lead to the establishment of villages?

27. Why would an increase in population complicate social relationships?

28. What role did irrigation systems play in the development of civilizations?

29. Why did a system of record keeping develop in civilization?

~2
30. How did Sumer's location in the Fertile Crescent allow the civilization to have specialized workers?
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31. Why did theSumerians thinklthat ziggurats and sacrifices would keep the gods happy? .'

32. In what ways is Hammurabi'slcOde like our laws today?

33. How does an empire differ from a city-state?

34. How did the Egyptians organize their lives around the Nile River?

35. How did building the pyramids show the power of the Egyptian pharaohs?

36. What was the main differenc~ between the flooding of the Nile and that of the rivers in
Mesopotamia?

37. What evidence can you give that the Egyptians believed in an afterlife?

38. Was the geography of Mesopotamia or Egypt more like that of the Indus Valley?

39. How did China's environmental challenges compare to those ofthe Indus civilization?
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. 40-: How might the Mandate of Hraven affect how a king ruled? _.

41. How could the feudal lords jUrtify a grab for power?

42. How is the dynastic cycle connected to the Mandate of Heaven?

CMftu3~titJn 3
43. Did the Minoans or the Phoenicians have a greater influence on the other cultures? Why?

44. What was the advantage of p~oenicia being a collection of city-states?

45. Why did the Phoenicians develop a writing system?
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A Fossil Unearthed in Afric~ Pushes Back

H 0··1uman ngms
By JOHN NOBLE WILFORD

French scientists digging in Cehtral Africa have
uncovered a skull, virtually co~plete and almost
seven million years old, that I belonged to an
individual about the size of a c~impanzee. It is,
they say, the earliest known I member of the
human family, by perhaps as much as a million
years. I

The discovery, described in today's issue of the
journal Nature, is being hailed as the most
important fossil discovery in dedades. Surprised
by the age, complexity and geography of the
fossils, paleoanthropologists spoke of the find as
a critical and perhaps revolutionary turning point
in the study of human origins. I

The scientists said it was too early to know
whether the skull represented a species on a
direct ancestral line to humans. In fact, the
fossils - a cranium, two lower ja~ fragments and
several teeth - suggest an evolutionary
complexity and diversity in human origins that
seem to defy description by the simplified family
trees of the past. I

What is especially striking, and puzzling, is the
skull's mixture of primitive and advanced
characteristics. The braincase is apelike, but the
face and teeth are more like thosf of a human.
The cranial capacity is similar tolthat of living
chimps.

The skull is of an age, scientists said, that it
I

could be expected to provide telling evidence of
life at the time the human and chimpanzee
lineages diverged. Some of its characteristics
suggest that the skull is closely related to the last
common ancestor of humans andlchimps and
may yield an understanding of what those
ape like creatures were like.

In the journal report, the discoveJers called the
skull "the oldest and most primit~ve known
member of the hominid" family, close to the split
ofhominids and chimps. As suchl, they predicted,

the fmd promised "to illuminate the earliest
chapter in human evolutionary history."

At any rate, the specimen is sufficiently distinct
--_·from apes and other human precursors, or

hominids, to be given a new genus and species
name by the discovery team, headed by Dr.
Michel Brunet of the University of Poi tiers in
France.

Its formal name is Sahelanthropus tchadensis,
recognizing that all the specimens were found in
the harsh desert region known as the Sahel in
Central Africa south of the Sahara. More
commonly, the hominid is being called Tournai,
a name often given to children born close to the
dry season.

"Tournai is arguably the most important fossil
discovery in living memory, rivaling the
discovery of the first 'ape man' 77 years ago - the
find which effectively founded the modern
science of paleo anthropology, " said Dr. Henry
Gee, Nature's paleontology editor.
"This is really an extraordinary find," said Dr.
Ian Tattersall, an expert on fossil hominids at the
American Museum of Natural History. "It
broadens our perspective in two directions - in
time and in geography."

The absence of volcanic ash layers at the fossil
site prevented the discoverers from dating the
specimens in absolute terms and with the usual
scientific methods. But a comparison of other
fossils found at the site with similar ones from
well-dated sites in East Africa yielded an
estimate of six million to seven million years for
the Chad fossils.
"It's seven million years old, so the divergence
between chimp and human must be even older
than we thought before," Dr. Brunet said.

Molecular biological studies have indicated that
the divergence occurred five million to seven or
eight million years ago. Although the research is
controversial, Orrorin tugenensis, a specimen
reported in Kenya two years ago, had until now
claimed the title of earliest hominid, at about six
million years. An Ardipithecus ramidus, which
lived about 5.8 million years ago in Ethiopia,
was a close competitor.

lP



So the Chad discovery opens a I indow on a
fateful period in evolutionary history about
which the fossil record has bee1 so sparse that
the remains could fit in a shoebox.
Also, none of the other early spJcimens include -
almost complete skulls, which Je considered
more revealing of a fossil spec ids' place in the
hominid family. Tournai is about three million

I
years older than the next-oldest rominid skulL

The discovery site, in the Djurab Desert in Chad,
I

is more than 1,500 miles west of the more
familiar fossil beds of East Africa, in Ethiopia,
Kenya and Tanzania.

As Dr. Daniel E. Lieberman, a Harvard
paleontologist, said: "We've beeh looking
exclusively in East Africa and South Africa and
basing our evolutionary tree on what we find
there. Brunet has reminded us that we must fmd
out what was going on in Central Africa and
West Africa, and that's going to be harder to do
because of more difficult envirohmental
conditions. "

In studying the skull, Dr. Lieberman recognized
a third reason, besides the specimen's age and
location, for scientists to be excited and
challenged by the discovery. Thlt is the skull's
mosaic of primitive and advanced characteristics.

"You expect something that age to be very
chimplike," Dr. Lieberman said. "But this one's
face is the face essentially of a Homo habilis, at
two million years ago, and yet this face is almost
seven million years old."

This is all the more puzzling because
Australopithecus afarensis, the Lucy species that
lived 3.2 million years ago, has J decidedly
chimp like face. What's happening? Reversing
evolutionary patterns and trends, Dr. Lieberman
said, is "extremely rare, ifnot impossible."

Several scientists said the discovery thus seemed
to undermine the simplest linear models of
hominid evolution. If the earliest hominids like
Tournai were directly ancestral to

. australopithecines like Lucy, Dr. Lieberman
pointed out, there would have had to have been
two reversals to reach the advanced
characteristics of the Homo lineage.

Otherwise, he added, Tournai is ancestral to
some other hominids that then gave rise to the
Homo species, in which case australopithecines
are a side branch outside the human ancestral
line.

In an appraisal accompanying the journal report,
Dr. Bernard Wood, a paleoanthropologist at
George Washington University, favored a
"bushy" model of hominid evolution over a
simple linear modeL The many branches reflect
evolutionary diversity in response to new or
changed circumstances.

So Dr. Wood said the bushy, or untidy, model
"would predict that at six to seven million years
ago we are likely to find evidence of creatures
with hitherto unknown combinations of hominid,
chimp and even more novel features."

Dr. Wood further predicted that Tournai was
"just the tip of an iceberg of taxonomic diversity
during hominid evolution five to seven million
years ago."

One important question is whether the newfound
fossil species stood upright and regularly walked
on two legs, which has been a defining aspect of
hominid behavior. The discovery team has yet to
fmd any skeletal bones associated with Tournai.

Dr. Brunet, the team leader, said the position
where the spine entered the head "doesn't prove
that he is bipedal, but it shows he could be."
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tlfpeM m his decisioY\., ~ it Ioe throiAff his OWrttAAt, then he sMLl p~ twelve tivv1e6the fme set Io!j ~iwI.
in the CtJ..5e,tlYIdhe sM1.l Ioe pulofic\0 re¥VlOVed trOW\.the jrAd5£-'s loeY\.Ch,tlYIdY\.8ver ~ sMLl he sit there
to reMer JrAd~Y\.t.

It tlYI8 OY\.8owe ~ delot tor l~lo~, ~ ~ storM prow ~t85 the er~, or the htlrvest ttli.L or the gr ~
does Y\.Otgrow tor lack of wViwr'l in iMt!j8M he Y\88d Y\.Otgive his creditor ~ gr~, he w~ his
de&t--wblet in <oaterMd P"!I' r rM' for the!JU'f.

It tlYI8 OY\.8Ioe too It<2j to 14M

1

'p his ~ m proper coMitioY\., tlYIddoes Y\.Otso keep it; it theY\.the
~ Iore?ik tlYIddl the ftctdsloe -Flooded, then sMLl he m whose ~ the Iore?ik accosted Ioe sold tor
fV\.OY\.8j,tlYId the fV\.OY\.8jsMLl ret¥ce the corY\.which he Ms ctw.5ed to Ioe rv.ir1e,d.

If""!J 0"" 8,ve_iMr <tl~er.&Ad. or "'YJt!Unti ei£e to mp. he;Mi1 """"" everM to """"
witY'l85s,dr?ivJ Vf VicoY\.trxt t<M theY\.~ it over tor SVitekeepmg.
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OWY\.8rof the hov.se sMLl trj to t@llowVf ~ recover his propertj, ?iYld t?ike it ?ivJ~ trOW\.the thief.
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c~ Ioe righttul~ put out, the f.ather sMLl Y\.Otput ~iwI.out.

It .a ~ t?ike .a wife, ~ she Ioe seized Ioj disetJ..5e, if he theY\.desire to t?ike .a secoM wife he
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1·11 HIEROGLYPHIC CARTOU,CHE (conlinued)1·11 HIEROGLYPHIC CARTOUCHE
~i

"

Hieroglyphics refers to the system of writing with pictures that the ancient Egyptians
developed, The pictures represent recognizable objects, The Egyptians carved and paint-
ed hieroglyphics on stones and walls. For many years no one lmew how to read these pic-
ture symbols. Then in recent times the mystery was solved and passages were translated.

The hieroglyphic alphabet contains many characters. Some represent sounds while
others stand for entire words. The chart below shows a hieroglyphic alphabet with
sounds similar to the English language. Look at each letter very carefully. Can you devel-
op your name with the hieroglyphic alphabet? (Hieroglyphic alphabet courtesy of Steve
Coilins, Discoveries, Alexandria, VA.)

Cartouche is an ornamental
frame, often oval or oblong in
shape. A cartouche usually
encloses a sovereign's name. In
ancient Egypt every pharaoh and
queen had their own personal
cartouche that spelled out their
name in hieroglyphic symbols. A
royal cartouche was often sur-
rounded by an oval border that
showed three knots attached to
the bottom. This symbol repre-
sented everything that the sun
encircled or the pharaoh's power
in the universe. (Cartouche cour-
tesy of Steve Collins, Discoveries,
Alexandria, VA.)

Use the hieroglyphic alpha-
bet on the previous page to devel-
op your name. You may work
from the top of the paper down as
illustrated or across the paper
from left to right. After you have
finished the hieroglyphics, devel-
op a c~rtouche around your
name. Use a variation of the
royal border shown here or be
creative and develop an original
one.
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